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ABSTRACT. Let In,m{f,z) be the unique interpolatory polynomial of degree

< 2n — 1 satisfying the conditions given by (1.1) where the zkn's are the zeros

of the polynomial zn — 1. The object of this paper is to consider the rate of

convergence of In,m(¡,z) to ¡(z) in the Lv norm where / e C[\z\ < 1]. This

problem was initially raised by P. Turan in the case p = 2 and in this case the

solution was obtained by J. Szabados and A. K. Varma in [7].

Let f(z) be an analytic function in the open unit circle \z\ < 1 and continuous

in |z| < 1. (This class of functions will be denoted by C[\z\ < 1].) The main results

of this paper can be described as follows.

THEOREM 1. Let f(z) e C[\z\ < 1], and let In,m(f,z) be the unique interpola-

tory polynomial of degree < 2n — 1 satisfying the conditions

(1-1) In,m(f,Zkn) = f(zkn),      I{nmrl(f,Zkn)=0, ft = 1, 2,. .., fl,

where

(1.2) Zkn = e2mk/n,    fc = l,2,...,n,        6kn = 2nk/n,

are the zeros of the polynomial zn — 1 = 0.  Then for any fixed 0 < p < oo we have

±j V(z)-In,m(f,z)\v\dz\\      <cwm(^f,^j

where c is a positive constant depending only on p. Here wm(f,6) is the generalized

modulus of continuity of f(e%e), 0 < 6 < 2n.

REMARK 1. In the case of p = 2, the above theorem reduces to the one obtained

earlier [7] in a joint work with J. Szabados (with w(f, 1/n) on the right side of the

inequality (1-3)). The method of proof is very different than the one used earlier.

Moreover, as mentioned in [7], the solution of Turán's open problem XLVI [8] is

indeed a special case of Theorem 1.

We shall also prove the following.

THEOREM 2. Let f(z) e C[\z\ < 1], and let Rn,m(f,z) be the unique interpo-

latory polynomial of degree < 2n — 1 satisfying the conditions

(1.4) Rn,m(f,Zkn) = f(zkn),    RnmTn(f,zkn) = ßkn       (k = l,2,...,n).
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Then we have

\ i/p

(1.5) lim   I ¿- I \f(z) - Rn,rn(f, z)\p\ dz\)       = 0, 0 < p < oo,
n^oo ^27ryc.|2| = 1

provided

(1.6) /?fcn = 0(nm),        fc = l,2,...,n.

REMARK 2. From earlier results of Riemenschneider and A. Sharma [4, Theorem

4.1], it follows that if ßkn = o(nm/ log n), f(z) G C[\z\ < 1] together with some

Dini Lipschitz condition then Rn(f,z) converges uniformly to f(z) on |z| < 1. Thus

in the case of Lp convergence of Rn(f, z) to f(z) we have gained more freedom of

ßkn- We can also drop the Dini Lipschitz condition of f(z) (z = e%e).

2. Preliminaries.  It is known that [3, 4]

(2.1) In,m(f, Z) =¿1 f(Zkn)Ak,n,m(z),
fc=l

and
n n

(2.2) Rn,m(f, z) = ¿2 f(zkn)Akin,m(z) + ¿J ßknmBk,n,m(z),
k=l k=l

where

1 n_1

(2.3) Ak,n,m(z) = lkn(z) --J2 Kn,mZnk-VZV(zn - 1),

n-1

(2.4) Bk,n<m(z) = K--:l-l ¿2 C,'Mv,n,m«,,

Here

(2-5)       M*) = ̂ i_zI = lWJL) ,
n   z - zkn      nf-f \zknJ

v=0

1
(¿.DJ A„ n TO —   /      .      -, /   \      ' Pi/,n,m —   ,

(V + n)m - (v)m (v + n)m - (v)m

(2.7) (u)m = u(u-l)---(u-m+\).

We also note from (2.6) and (2.7)

(2.8) |Aj,„,m| < Ci, \pj,n,m\ < c2/nm,

(Z.yJ \S>n — l,n,m ~ ^n,n,m\ S: Cß/fl,       \Pn — l,n,m — Pn,n,m\ S C^/n ,

(2.10) |Ay_i,n)TO - 2AJin,m + Aj+iin,m| < c5/n ,

(2.11) |/í¿-l,n,m - 2pj,„,m + p>+l,n,m| < c6/nm+2,

where ci, C2,... are all absolute constants.

Let us denote by

(2.12) iilfc(0) = l,    tv,k(0) = l + -^2(u-j)cosj(e-9kn),        l<v<n,
V i=i
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the well-known Féjer kernel, also tv,k(9) is the trigonometric polynomial conjugate

to tVtk(0). We set

(2.13)       pi,k(z) = l,    P»,k(z) = l + -J2(v-j)( — \
V 7TÍ \ZknJ

u = 2,2,,... .

Then a simple computation shows that

(2.14) pVik(z) = tUtk(0) + ïtUik(0),        z = eie,

(2.15) 2(z/zkny = (u+ l)pu+itk(z) - 2vpv,k(z) + (v - l)p„_i,fc(z)

and

(2.16) npn>k(z) = (n - l)pn_iifc(z) - 1 + 2nlkn(z).

3.    Some lemmas.  The following lemmas are needed for the proof of our

theorems.

LEMMA 3.1.   Let us denote by

1   "
(3.1) gv(z) = -^2,aknpvk(z),        akn - ukn + ivkn, \akn\ <

fc=i

where pvk(z) is defined by (2.13).  Then

(3-2) ||í^||lp < cic2, 1 < p < oo,

where c2 is an absolute constant depending only on p.

PROOF. Since |afcn| < c, it follows that

(3.3) \ukn\ < ci,     \vkn\ < çt.

Also, it is known that

c\-

(3-4) *„,*(*) >0, -¿i„,fc(0) = l.

Thus it is easy to conclude that

fc=i

(3.5)

.     n i     n

- ^Ukntvk(0)    <C\, ~'S^2,Vkntuk(d)

fc=l fc = l

<C,.

Now by using a well-known theorem of Riesz [9, Theorem 2.4, p. 253], (3.5) and

the formula

(3-6)

1   n                        1   -

gv(z) = -y   ukntuk(6)-V" vkntuk(9)
n  «—* fi  '    *

1 k = \

n .     n

¿2 Ukntuk(6) + - ¿2 vkntvk(Q)-

k=\

i

n
fc=i fc=i

We immediately obtain (3.2).
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LEMMA 3.2.   Let f(z) G C[|z| < 1].   Then Im(f,z) as defined by (2.1), (2.3)
satisfies the estimate

(3-7) l|/*(/,*)IU„ < CpU/IU.

where cp depends only on p. Also, let

(3.8) Wn\Z) —  / J^knm^k,n,m\Z)

k=\

where

(3.9) \vknm\ < £nm-

Then we have

(3.10) ||Q„(z)||Lp<^mC4(p)n-m.

Here Bk<n,m(z) is defined by (2.4), (2.6).

From (2.15), (2.16), (2.3) and some simple calculations it follows that

zn - 1
(3.11) Ak¡n,m(z) = —-An_i,n,TO + lk¡n(z)(í — (zn — l)An_i)f,im)

z"-l

2n

n-l

/  . (."}—l,n,m       *"j,fi,m + "j+l,n,m)JPj,k\z)

3=1

+  (An_l,„>m - \n,n,m)(n ~ l)p„-l,fc(z) \ .

Also as a consequence of the Lp convergence of the Lagrange interpolation process

based on the nth roots of unity (Marcinkiewicz Theorem). Chapter 10 of [9], it

follows that

(3.12) ^2f(Zkn)lkn(z)
k=l

<C7\ 1 < p < 00.

Lp

Now, on using (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), (3.11), (3.12), estimate (3.7) follows.  Proof of

(3.10) is on similar lines; there one uses (3.9), (3.8), (2.8), (2.9), (2.11), (3.12) and

the following representation of the fundamental polynomials of the second kind.

We omit the details.

(3.13)
zn - 1

Bk,n,m(z) =       —     Zfcjj - P0,n,m + (2nZ*n(z) + l)pn-l,n,m

+ (n- l)Pn-l,k(z)(Pn-l,n,m ~ Pn,n,m)

n-l

+  2_^ l/{rlv-i,n,m — 1Pv,n,m + Pv+\,n,m)Pv,k(z)

In the proof of our theorems the next lemma [10] plays an important role.
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LEMMA 3.3. Let f(z) e C[\z\ < 1]. Let wm(f,6) be the generalized modulus of

continuity of f(e%e), 0 < 6 < 2w. Then there exists a polynomial Fn(z) of degree

< n — 1 such that for \z\ < 1 we have

(3.14) \f(z) - Fn(z)\ < c8wm(f, I/n)

and

(3.15) \F^(z)\<c9nmwm(f,l/n).

4. Proof of Theorem 1. It is enough to prove Theorem 1 for 1 < p. (See [9,

p. 25, Theorem 10.12].) Let f(z) G C[\z\ < 1]. We denote by Fn(z) the polynomial

of degree < n — 1 satisfying (3.14) and (3.15). Then from (2.1)

f(z) - In,m(f, z) = f(z) - Fn(z) + Fn(z) - In,m(F„, z)

+ In,m(Fn ~f,z) = f(z) - Fn(z) + In,m(F„ ~ f, z)
(4.1)

+ Y,Fr\m)(zkn)Bk,n,m(z),

k=l

On using (3.14), (3.7) we have (p > 1)

(4.2) \\In,m(Fn - f,z)\\Lp < cp\\Fn - f\\Loo < cpc8wm(f,l/n).

Also, from (3.15), (3.10), (3.9) we obtain

(4.3) ^ FÍmHzkn)Bk¡n,
fc=i

<cgnmwm(f,l/n)c4(p)n-m

Lp

< ciowm(f,l/n).

Now, from (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (3.14) we have (1.3). This proves Theorem 1 for

1 < p < oo.

The proof of Theorem 2 is on the same lines so we omit the details.

The author would like to express his deep appreciation to the referee for many

helpful suggestions.

REMARKS. After the paper was sent for publication the author discovered that

G. Francsics has also considered the problem of mean convergence of Birkhoff in-

terpolation based on the roots of unity (to appear in J. Approximation Theory).

He mentioned in this interesting paper our earlier results written jointly with J.

Szabados. In the present work the approach we have considered gives the solution

to the problem of degree of convergence as well. (We also like to mention that for

the purpose of simplicity we have limited ourselves to the most interesting case of

Birkhoff interpolation (o,m) only.)
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